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  In accelerator neutrino experiments  
    initial neutrino energy E reconstructed from  
     outgoing lepton (+ nucleon + pion + …) tracks
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Background

In CC events energy E is reconstructed from outgoing
lepton and nuclear (and pionic) tracks in detector
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Determination of oscillation parameters depends
crucially on our understanding of

⌫-A cross sections (��)
⌫ flux (�↵)

Use of near and far detectors alleviates, but does not
eliminate difficulties

fluxes are not the same (different near/far convolutions)
near and far detectors are not identical

General Issues for  extracting Neutrino Oscillation Parameters

  Extracting oscillation parameters (CP violating phase, 
     mass hierarchy) requires an accurate reconstruction of E:

       depends upon an accurate knowledge of cross sections and flux Φ

  Near plus far detectors sufficient (in principle) to determine if there
        are oscillations, but not sufficient to determine oscillation parameters
        without knowledge of flux and cross section to reconstruct E  
 
        also: fluxes different at near and far detectors
               detectors not identical
  Experimental analysis performed using event generators which  
      encode our knowledge of cross sections (inclusive and exclusive) 

         typically classical, until recently based upon RFG
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Neutrino flux

DUNE ⌫µ flux

Observed cross section results from a folding with the
energy distribution of ⌫ flux

Hence for given final lepton ✏0l and ✓l different regions of
the response may contribute to the cross section

An accurate description over a wide range of kinematics is required

 Event generators (EGs) are one of the most important  
    components in the analysis of neutrino experiments
 Estimate flux-averaged cross section by modeling the nucleus
 Assuming the nuclear model is correct, EGs provide

   information on how signal and background events appear
   means for estimating systematic errors
   estimates of final state composition  
 

 GENIE is the most widely used event generator
 Argoneut, MINOS, MicroBooNE, Minerva, Nova 
 T2K, SBND, DUNE 3
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energy spectrum of high-energy leptons !elec-
trons in particular" scattered from a nuclear target dis-
plays a number of features. At low energy loss !"",

peaks due to elastic scattering and inelastic excitation of
discrete nuclear states appear; a measurement of the
corresponding form factors as a function of momentum
transfer #q# gives access to the Fourier transform of
nuclear !transition" densities. At larger energy loss, a
broad peak due to quasielastic electron-nucleon scatter-
ing appears; this peak—very wide due to nuclear Fermi
motion—corresponds to processes by which the electron
scatters from an individual, moving nucleon, which, after
interaction with other nucleons, is ejected from the tar-
get. At even larger ", peaks that correspond to excita-
tion of the nucleon to distinct resonances are visible. At
very large ", a structureless continuum due to deep in-
elastic scattering !DIS" on quarks bound in nucleons ap-
pears. A schematic spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. At mo-
mentum transfers above approximately 500 MeV/c, the
dominant feature of the spectrum is the quasielastic
peak.

*benhar@roma1.infn.it
†dbd@virginia.edu
‡ingo.sick@unibas.ch

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of inclusive cross section as a
function of energy loss.
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Thus	q	and	ω	are	precisely	known	without	any	
reference	to	the	nuclear	final	state

 

(E,0,0, p),   (E ', p 'sinθ,0, p 'cosθ)
                  ω ≡ E − E '
                   !q = !p − !p '

from Benhar, Day, Sick, RMP 2008

 Many different physical processes contribute for different E, q
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Inadequacy of current approaches

Independent-particle model (RFGM) is inadequate to
describe the complex nuclear dynamics

EGs based on RFGM fail to account for MiniBooNE and
MINERvA data

Simple Models fail to describe e, υ scattering

duce large effects in combination with ground-state
wave functions calculated including the short-range n-p
correlations. As most previous calculations were based
on independent-particle-type wave functions, the small-
ness of the resulting MEC contributions is thus under-
stood. To verify this point further, Carlson et al. have
repeated their calculation using the same operators, but
with a Fermi-gas wave function. Instead of an enhance-
ment factor of 1.47 coming from MEC at !q !
=600 MeV/c, they find a factor of 1.06 only, i.e., an eight
times smaller MEC effect.

The results of Carlson et al. also show, somewhat sur-
prisingly, that the MEC contribution is large at low mo-
mentum transfer. It decreases toward the larger Q2, in
agreement with the expectation that at very large Q2 it
falls "Sargsian, 2001# like Q−4 relative to quasielastic
scattering.

From the above discussion it becomes clear that the
Euclidean response, despite inherent drawbacks, is a
valuable quantity. Since the final continuum state does
not have to be treated explicitly, calculations of much
higher quality can be performed than for the response,
and the role of two-body currents can be treated quan-
titatively. Comparison between data and calculation has
shown in particular that for a successful prediction of
MEC, correlated wave functions for the ground state are
needed; such wave functions today are available up to
A$12 and for A=!. Unfortunately, the usage of the
Euclidean response for the time being is restricted to a
regime in which relativistic effects are not too large,
such that they can be included as corrections.

X. L ÕT SEPARATION AND COULOMB SUM RULE

In the impulse approximation, and when neglecting
the "small# contribution from nucleonic convection cur-
rents, the longitudinal and transverse response functions
RL and RT contain the same information and have the
same size. This has sometimes been called scaling of the
zeroth kind "see Sec. VII#. It was realized early on, how-
ever, that the transverse response receives significant
contributions from meson exchange currents and " ex-
citation "which are of a largely transverse nature#. It is
therefore clear that there is a high premium on separat-
ing the L and T responses, both because the L response
is easier to interpret and because of the additional infor-
mation contained in the T response.

The separation of the L and T responses is performed
using the Rosenbluth technique, which is justified only
in the single-photon exchange approximation. The cross
section, divided by a number of kinematical factors

d#

d$d%

&

#Mott

!q!4

Q4 = &RL"!q!,%# +
!q!2

2Q2RT"!q!,%# = ' ,

"65#

is a linear function of the virtual photon polarization

& = %1 +
2!q!2

Q2 tan2(

2
&−1

"66#

with q "Q# being the 3- "4-# momentum transfer and &
varying from 0 to 1 for scattering angles ( between 180°
and 0°. The slope of the linear function yields RL and
the intercept at &=0 yields RT. Figure 30 shows an early
example for an L /T separation, and demonstrates the
excess observed for the transverse strength.

While conceptually very straightforward, this L/T
separation is difficult in practice. It involves data taking
at the same !q!, but varying &, i.e., varying beam energy.
For an accurate separation of RL and RT, obviously the
largest possible range in &, hence beam energy, is re-
quired. As data are usually not taken at constant !q!, but
at a given beam energy and variable energy loss, obtain-
ing the responses at constant !q! involves interpolations
of the data. We show in Fig. 31 two examples for a
Rosenbluth separation, performed on the low- and
large-% side of the quasielastic peak, which also illus-
trate the importance of the forward angle "high-energy#
data for the determination of RL, i.e., the slope of the fit.

The Rosenbluth technique is applicable in the plane-
wave Born approximation, and fails once Coulomb dis-
tortion of the electron waves is present. Neglect of dis-
tortion is justified for the lightest nuclei alone, and only
if RT is not much bigger "or much smaller# than RL.
When one of the two contributions gets too small, even
minor corrections due to Coulomb distortion can have
large effects. At large !q!, for instance, even the determi-
nation of the proton charge form factor via the Rosen-
bluth technique is significantly affected by Coulomb cor-
rections "Arrington and Sick, 2004#. In order to extract
RL and RT in the presence of Coulomb distortion, the
data must first be corrected for these effects; this is dis-
cussed in Sec. XI.

Here we concentrate on the discussion of the longitu-

FIG. 30. Longitudinal "lower data set# and transverse re-
sponses of 12C "Finn et al., 1984#, plotted in terms of the scaling
function F"y#.

214 Benhar, Day, and Sick: Inclusive quasielastic electron-nucleus …
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Scaling ≠ Single-Nucleon Process
Longitudinal / Transverse separation in 12C

electron scattering

neutrino scattering
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Realistic Model of neutrino scattering must:
 Provide a realistic model of size (fermi momentum) and binding of nuclei,  
    and simultaneouslu include two-nucleon correlations and currents  
    (CVC and PCAC): dominantly from pion exchange

 Describe electron scattering data

 Reproduce known neutrino / anti-neutrino scattering data

Our model: microscopic Quantum treatment of interacting nucleons
including one- and two-nucleon currents

 0 = exp [�H⌧ ]  T

For ground states or low-lying 
excitations: path integral algorithm

Monte Carlo used to sample 
path integral
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FIG. 2 GFMC energies of light nuclear ground and excited states for the AV18 and AV18+IL7 Hamiltonians compared to
experiment.

TABLE I AV18+IL7 GFMC results for A  12 nuclear ground states, compared to experimental values (Amroun et al., 1994;
NNDC, 2014; Nörtershäuser and et al., 2009; Nörtershäuser et al., 2011; Purcell et al., 2010; Shiner et al., 1994; Tilley et al.,
2002, 2004). Numbers in parentheses are statistical errors for the GFMC calculations or experimental errors; errors of less than
one in the last decimal place are not shown.

AZ(J⇡;T ) E (MeV) r
p

[r
n

] (fm) µ (µ
N

) Q (fm2)
GFMC Expt. GFMC Expt. GFMC Expt. GFMC Expt.

2H(1+; 0) �2.225 �2.2246 1.98 1.96 0.8604 0.8574 0.270 0.286
3H( 1

2

+

; 1

2

) �8.47(1) �8.482 1.59 [1.73] 1.58 2.960(1) 2.979
3He( 1

2

+

; 1

2

) �7.72(1) �7.718 1.76 [1.60] 1.76 �2.100(1) �2.127
4He(0+; 0) �28.42(3) �28.30 1.43 1.462(6)
6He(0+; 1) �29.23(2) �29.27 1.95(3) [2.88] 1.93(1)
6Li(1+; 0) �31.93(3) �31.99 2.39 2.45(4) 0.835(1) 0.822 0.1(2) �0.082(2)
7He( 3

2

�
; 3

2

) �28.74(3) �28.86 1.97 [3.32(1)]
7Li( 3

2

�
; 1

2

) �39.15(3) �39.25 2.25 [2.44] 2.31(5) 3.24(1) 3.256 �3.9(2) �4.06(8)
7Be( 3

2

�
; 1

2

) �37.54(3) �37.60 2.51 [2.32] 2.51(2) �1.42(1) �1.398(15) �6.6(2)
8He(0+; 2) �31.42(3) �31.40 1.83(2) [2.73] 1.88(2)
8Li(2+; 1) �41.14(6) �41.28 2.11 [2.47] 2.20(5) 1.48(2) 1.654 2.5(2) 3.27(6)
8Be(0+; 0) �56.5(1) �56.50 2.40(1)
8B(2+, 1) �37.51(6) �37.74 2.48 [2.10] 1.11(2) 1.036 5.9(4) 6.83(21)
8C(0+; 2) �24.53(3) �24.81 2.94 [1.85]
9Li( 3

2

�
, 3

2

) �45.42(4) �45.34 1.96 [2.33] 2.11(5) 3.36(4) 3.439 �2.3(1) �2.74(10)
9Be( 3

2

�
, 1

2

) �57.9(2) �58.16 2.31 [2.46] 2.38(1) �1.29(1) �1.178 5.1(1) 5.29(4)
9C( 3

2

�
, 3

2

) �38.88(4) �39.04 2.44 [1.99] �1.35(4) �1.391 �4.1(4)
10Be(0+; 1) �64.4(2) �64.98 2.20 [2.44] 2.22(2)
10B(3+; 0) �64.7(3) �64.75 2.28 2.31(1) 1.76(1) 1.801 7.3(3) 8.47(6)
10C(0+; 1) �60.2(2) �60.32 2.51 [2.25]
12C(0+; 0) �93.3(4) �92.16 2.32 2.33
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j =
X

i

ji +
X

i<j

jij + ...

π

one-body currents 
ji: nucleon form factors, 

taken from data

two-body currents associated
 with pion exchange plus…
required for current conservation

Nuclear Electroweak Currents

Magnetic
Moments

Transitions
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Method:
Evaluate imaginary-time correlation functions (Euclidean Response):

˜R(q, ⌧) = h0| j† exp[�(H�E0 � q2/(2m))⌧ ] j |0i >

Quantum Monte Carlo: similar to ground-state methods
Maximum Entropy Methods to invert to real-time response
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Research component I

Exact GFMC calculation of CC and NC response of 12C

E↵�(q, ⌧)=

Z 1

0

d! e�⌧! R↵�(q,!)=hi | j†↵(q) e�⌧(H�Ei) j�(q) | ii

Inversion back to R↵�(q,!) by maximum entropy
methods
First successful application to 12C EM response just
completed

Electron Scattering (Longitudinal and Transverse) in 12C

Method `exact’ given input nuclear interaction and one- and two-nucleon currents

8
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Nuclear electroweak response functions

Inclusive ⌫/⌫ (�/+) cross section given in terms of five
response functions

d�

d✏0ld⌦l
=

G2

8⇡2

k0l
✏l

"
v
00

R
00

+vzz Rzz�v
0z R0z+vxxRxx⌥vxy Rxy

#

R↵�(q,!)⇠
X

i

X

f

�(! +mA�Ef )hf | j↵ | ii⇤hf | j� | ii

In (e, e0) scattering, interference Rxy=0 , jz� ⇠ (!/q)j0� ,
and only R

00

=RL and Rxx=RT are left
Knowledge of i) initial and final states and ii) nuclear
electroweak current is required
For exclusive processes problem is more complex:
detailed knowledge of specific f states needed

Neutrino / Anti-neutrino cross section involves 5 response functions

Method for inclusive cross-section,  exclusive cross
section requires more information on final states

From calculations to date: both
vector and axial vector 

(and interference) enhanced by  
two-nucleon correlations / currents

Jlab Argoneut

40

to collective excitations of electric-dipole type in the nu-
cleus. In the large q limit, the one-body sum rules di↵er
from unity because of relativistic corrections in OL(q),
primarily the Darwin-Foldy term which gives a contri-
bution �⌘/(1 + ⌘) to S1b

L (q), where ⌘ ' q2/(4m2), and
because of the convection term in OT (q), which gives a
contribution ' (4/3)CT Tp/m to S1b

T (q), where Tp is the
proton kinetic energy in the nucleus.

In contrast to SL, the transverse sum rule has large
two-body contributions. This is consistent with studies
of Euclidean transverse response functions in the few-
nucleon systems (Carlson et al., 2002), which suggest that
a significant portion of this excess transverse strength
is in the quasi-elastic region. Overall, the calculated
SL(q) and ST (q) are in reasonable agreement with data.
However, a direct calculation of the response functions
is clearly needed for a more meaningful comparison be-
tween theory and experiment. Such calculations will be
forthcoming in the near future.

While sum rules of NC or CC weak sum rules are of a
more theoretical interest, they nevertheless provide useful
insights into the nature of the strength seen in the quasi-
elastic region of the response and, in particular, into the
role of two-body terms in the electroweak current. Those
corresponding to weak NC response functions and rela-
tive to 12C are shown in Fig. 24: results S1b (S2b) cor-
responding to one-body (one- and two-body) terms in
the NC are indicated by the dashed (solid) lines. Note
that both S1b

↵� and S2b
↵� are normalized by the same fac-

tor C↵� , which makes S1b
↵�(q) ! 1 in the large q limit.

In the small q limit, S1b
00 (q) and S1b

0z (q) are much larger
than S1b

↵� for ↵� 6= 00, 0z. In a simple ↵-cluster pic-

ture of 12C, one would expect S1b
↵�(

12C)/C↵�(12C) '
3S1b

↵�(
4He)/C↵�(4He), as is indeed verified in the ac-

tual numerical calculations to within a few %, except for
S1b
00 /C00 and S1b

0z /C0z at low q . 1 fm �1, where these
quantities are dominated by the elastic contribution scal-
ing as A2.

Except for S2b
00 (q), the S2b

↵�(q) sum rules are consid-

erably larger than the S1b
↵�(q), by as much as 30-40%.

This enhancement is not seen in calculations of neutrino-
deuteron scattering (Shen et al., 2012); the deuteron
R↵�(q,!) response functions at q = 300 MeV/c are dis-
played in Fig. 25 (note that R00 is multiplied by a factor
of 5). Two-body current contributions in the deuteron
amount to only a few percent at the top of the quasielas-
tic peak of the largest in magnitude Rxx and Rxy, but
become increasingly more important in the tail of these
response functions, consistent with the notion that this
region is dominated by NN physics (Lovato et al., 2013).
The very weak binding of the deuteron dramatically
reduces the impact of NN currents, which are impor-
tant only when two nucleons are within 1–2 inverse pion
masses.

Correlations in np pairs in nuclei with mass number
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FIG. 24 (Color online) The sum rules S
↵�

in 12C, correspond-
ing to the AV18/IL7 Hamiltonian and obtained with one-body
only (dashed lines) and one- and two-body (solid lines) terms
in the NC.
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FIG. 25 (Color online) The response functions R
↵�

in the
deuteron at q = 300 MeV/c computed using AV18 and ob-
tained with one-body only (dashed lines) and one- and two-
body (solid lines) terms in the NC. The inset shows the tails
of R

↵�

in the !-region well beyond the quasi-elastic peak.

A�3 are stronger than in the deuteron. The NN density
distributions in deuteron-like (T=0 and S=1) pairs are
proportional to those in the deuteron for separations up
to ' 2 fm, and this proportionality constant, denoted as
RAd (Forest et al., 1996), is larger than A/2; in 4He and
16O the calculated values of RAd are 4.7 and 18.8, respec-
tively. Similarly, experiments at BNL (Piasetzky et al.,
2006) and JLab (Subedi et al., 2008) find that exclusive
measurements of back-to-back pairs in 12C at relative mo-
menta around 2 fm�1 are strongly dominated by np (ver-
sus nn or pp) pairs. In this range and in the back-to-back

Sum rules in 12C
Lovato, et al., PRL 2014
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Our Present and Future Efforts:
(1) complete NC and CC calculations of 12C
(2) interface with GENIE:
         certainly including constraints on inclusive cross section
         can we include more quantum information into  
         final-state propagation by event generators?

         in RFG, struck nucleon with a given momentum
         can we specify momentum and energy (and isospin) of a pair?

(3)  extensions to heavier nuclei (AFDMC, CVMC)
(4)  relativistic kinematics and pion production

Interfaces with other efforts:
Input from experiment, Lattice Gauge Theory on nuclear currents: 
  (single nucleon form factors, 2-nucleon currents, …)
Working with GENIE event generator
Interface w/ pion, resonance production, …
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